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Abstract. Sequential mining is the process of applying data mining techniques to a sequential database for
the purposes of discovering the correlation relationships that exist among an ordered list of events. An important
application of sequential mining techniques is web usage mining, for mining web log accesses, where the sequences
of web page accesses made by different web users over a period of time, through a server, are recorded. Web access
pattern tree (WAP-tree) mining is a sequential pattern mining technique for web log access sequences, which first
stores the original web access sequence database on a prefix tree, similar to the frequent pattern tree (FP-tree)
for storing non-sequential data. WAP-tree algorithm then, mines the frequent sequences from the WAP-tree by
recursively re-constructing intermediate trees, starting with suffix sequences and ending with prefix sequences.

This paper proposes a more efficient approach for using the WAP-tree to mine frequent sequences, which
totally eliminates the need to engage in numerous re-construction of intermediate WAP-trees during mining. The
proposed algorithm builds the frequent header node links of the original WAP-tree in a pre-order fashion and uses
the position code of each node to identify the ancestor/descendant relationships between nodes of the tree. It then,
finds each frequent sequential pattern, through progressive prefix sequence search, starting with its first prefix
subsequence event. Experiments show huge performance gain over the WAP-tree technique.

Keywords: sequential patterns, Web usage mining, WAP-tree mining, pre-order linkage, position codes, apriori
techniques

1. Introduction

Association rule mining is a data mining technique which discovers strong associations or
correlation relationships among data. Given a set of transactions (similar to database records
in this context), where each transaction consists of items (or attributes), an association rule
is an implication of the form X → Y , where X and Y are sets of items and X ∩ Y = ∅.
The support of this rule is defined as the percentage of transactions that contain the set
X ∪ Y , while its confidence is the percentage of these “X” transactions that also contain
items in “Y”. In association rule mining, all items with support higher than a specified
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Table 1. The example database
transaction table with items.

TID Items bought

100 f, a, c, d, g, i, m, p

200 a, b, c, f, l, m, o

300 b, f, h, j, o

400 b, c, k, s, p

500 a, f, c, e, l, p, m, n

minimum support are called large or frequent itemsets. An itemset X is called an i-itemset
if it contains i items. Agrawal and Srikant (1994) presents the concept of association rule
mining and an example of a simple rule is “80% of customers who purchase milk and
bread also buy eggs.” Table 1 shows an example database transaction table, which can
be mined. This table has the set of items I = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p},
where these items could stand for retail store items like bread, butter, cheese, egg, milk,
sugar or web pages if the domain of interest is web mining. Using this database, which
has only five transactions for simplicity, the support of the itemset, “a, f, c” is 3 or 3/5
(60%) since the itemset “a, f, c” is present in only three of the five transactions (100, 200
and 500). Thus, if the minimum support given by the user for deciding frequent itemsets is
60% or lower, then, the itemset “a, f, c” is a frequent itemset. However, if the minimum
support is 70%, then, itemset “a, f, c” is not a frequent itemset since it has a support
that is lower than the minimum support threshold. The confidence of a rule, a, f →
c, that can be generated from the frequent itemset, “a, f, c” is 100% because all three
transactions that contain the antecedent items, “a, f ” also contain the consequent item
“c”.

Since discovering all such rules may help market baskets or cross-sales analysis, deci-
sion making, and business management, algorithms presented in this research area include
(Agrawal and Srikant, 1994; Park et al., 1997; Mannila et al., 1995; Han and Kamber,
2000). These algorithms mainly focus on how to efficiently generate frequent patterns from
a non-sequential (non-ordered) lists of items, and how to discover the most interesting rules
from the generated frequent patterns.

While traditional association rule mining finds intra-transaction patterns, sequential pat-
tern mining finds inter-transaction patterns, to detect the presence of a set of items in a
time-ordered sequence of transactions. In basic association rule mining, the items occur-
ring in one transaction have no order, but in sequential pattern mining, an order exists
between the items (events) and an item may re-occur in the same sequence. Example of a
sequential pattern is: in a video rental store, 80% of customers typically rent “star wars”, then
“Empire strikes back”, and then “Return of Jedi”. The measures of support and confidence,
used in association rule mining for deciding frequent itemsets, are still used in sequential
pattern mining to determine frequent sequences and strong rules that can be generated from
them.

Web usage mining is used for automatic discovery of user access patterns from web
servers. Interesting user access patterns can be extracted from web access logs, recorded
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on the web server. Analysis of these access data can provide useful information for server
performance enhancements, restructuring a web site, and direct marketing in e-commerce
(Etzioni, 1996). Madria et al. (1999), Borges and Leven (1999), and Srivastava et al. (2000),
all propose to categorize web mining into three areas based on which part of the web
information to mine: web content mining, web structure mining and web usage mining.
Web content mining requests the discovery of useful information from the real data on web
pages, such as the data that web page was designed to convey to the users. This usually
consists of several types of data such as textual, image, audio, video, metadata, as well as
hyperlinks. Web content data include free texts, semi-structured data like HTML documents,
and more structured data like data in tables, as well as database generated HTML pages
and XML pages. Web structure mining discovers the model underlying the link structures
of the web. The model is based on the topology of the hyperlinks with or without the
description of the links. This model can be used to categorize web pages and is useful for
generating information such as similarity and relationships between different web sites.
Web structure mining could be used to discover authority sites which are sites organized
for particular subjects and have many links to other related web sites based on the subject.
Moreover, it can be used to find the hubs which point to many authorities regarding one
particular subject. Web usage mining makes sense of data generated by observing web
surf sessions or behaviors. Web usage mining, finds the relationship among different users’
accesses. For example, it may be found that: 90% of clients who accessed the page with
URL /products/product.html, also accessed the page /contact/contact.html. This information
reveals that these two pages are closely related and can be organized together to provide
users with an easier browsing route. All users’ behaviors on each web server can be extracted
from the web log. An Example of a line of data in a web log is given below in the format:

host/ip user [date:time] “request url” status bytes
137.207.76.120–[30/Aug/2001:12:03:24-0500] “GET/jdk1.3/docs/relnotes/deprecatedlist.

html HTTP/1.0” 200 2781

This recorded information represents from left to right, the host ip address of the computer
accessing the web page (137.207.76.120), the user identification number (–) (this dash stands
for anonymous), the time of access (12:03:24 p.m. on Aug 30, 2001 at a location 5 hours
behind Greenwich Mean Time (GMT)), request (GET /jdk1.3/docs/relnotes/deprecatedlist.
html)(other types of request are POST and HEAD for http header information), the unified
reference locator (url) of the web page being accessed (HTTP/1.0), status of the request
(which can be either 200 series for success, 300 series for re-direct, 400 series for failure and
500 series for server error), the number of bytes of data being requested (2781). Although
most projects extract the information from the common log, the common log can not reflect
every user’s visit behavior one hundred percent. The cached page views can not be recorded
in server log, and the information passed through the POST method will not be available
in server log. Thus, in order to gain proper web usage data source, some extra techniques,
such as packet sniffer and cookies may be needed. In most cases, researchers are assuming
that user web visit information is completely recorded in the web server log, which is
pre-processed to obtain the transaction database to be mined for sequences.
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Basic association rule discovery using the Apriori algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1994)
can relate pages that are most often referenced together in a single user session. Thus, the
presence or absence of such rules can help web designers to restructure their web site. The
association rule method used in web usage mining is mostly the same process as that used
in traditional databases or data warehouses. With sequential pattern mining, web marketers
can predict future visit patterns, which will be helpful in placing advertisements aimed
at certain user groups. For example, starting from Yahoo’s home page, users can locate
information regarding universities in Canada by following either Home → Education →
Higher Education → Colleges and Universities → By Region → Countries → Canada
or Home → Regional → Countries → Canada → Education → Higher Education.
Thus, universities that want to attract prospective students can place their advertisements on
any of the pages along the path. Sequential pattern technique is useful for finding frequent
web access patterns and has been applied in the following recent work (Spiliopoulou,
1999; Berendt and Spiliopoulou, 2000; Nanopoulos and Manolopoulos, 2000).

A web log is a sequence of events (or items), each, with a pair of attribute values—user
identifier, access information. The information can be any combination of values in the
original web log format provided earlier on. For example, the access information here,
stands for access content. For simplicity, the web log access content is represented as items
{a, b, c, d, e, f}. For example, a fragment of a web log is shown below in the format, <User
ID, Access content>):

<100, a><100, b><200, e><200, a><300, b><200, e><100, d><200, b><400,
a><400, f > <100, a><400, b><300, a><100, c><200, c><400, a><200, a>

<300, b><200, c> <300, f ><400, c><400, f ><400, c><300, a><300, e>
<300, c>.

These web log events are pre-processed, to group them into sets of access sequences for
each user identifier and to create web access sequences in the form of a transaction database.
The web log sequences in a transaction database, obtained after pre-processing the web log
has each tuple consisting of a transaction ID and the sequence of this transaction’s web
accesses. Thus, for example, user ID 100, from the given web log above, has accessed
contents, a then b, d, a, and c. The transaction web access sequences from these given web
log data is shown as Table 2. The problem of mining sequential patterns from web logs are
now based on the database of Table 2. Given a set of events E , the access sequence S can
be represented as e1e2 . . . en , where ei ∈ E (1 ≤ i ≤ n). That means the access sequence

Table 2. Sample Web access sequence database.

TID Web access sequences

100 abdac

200 eaebcac

300 babfaec

400 babfaec
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is composed of a series of events, which are members of event set E . It is not necessary
that ei 	= e j for (i 	= j) in an access sequence S, meaning that repetition of events are
allowed in a sequence. For example, in Table 2, E = {a, b, c, d, e, f } and an S is abdac.
The length of an access sequence, |S| is the number of events in the sequence and an access
sequence with length m is called an m-sequence. For example, abdac is a 5-sequence. Web
Access Sequence Database (WASD) is the set S1, S2, . . . , Sm , where Si , (1 ≤ j ≤ m) are
access sequences. Also, |WASD| is used to indicate the number of access sequences in the
database. For example, the web database above is a WASD with 4 access sequences abdac,
eaebcac, babfaec and babfaec in the database. Access sequence S′ = e′

1e′
2 . . . e′

l is called
a subsequence of an access sequence, S = e1e2 . . . en , and S is a super-sequence of S′,
denoted as S′ ⊆ S, if and only if for every event e′

j in S′, there is an equal event ek in
S, while the order that events occurred in S should follow the order of events in S′. For
example, with S′ = ab, S = babcd, we can say that S′ is a subsequence of S. We can also say
that ac is a subsequence of S, although there is b occurring between a and c in S. A frequent
pattern is an access sequence to be discovered during the mining process and it should have a
support that is higher than minimum support. In access sequence S = e1e2 . . . ekek+1 . . . en ,
if subsequence Ssuffix = ek+1 . . . en is a super sequence of pattern P = e′

1e′
2 . . . e′

l , where
ek+1 = e′

1, Sprefix = e1e2 . . . ek , is called the prefix of S with respect to pattern P , while Ssuffix

is the suffix sequence of Sprefix. For example, in sequence eaebcac, eae is a prefix of bcac,
while the bcac is a suffix of eae. The support of pattern S in WASD is defined as the number
of sequences Si , which contain the subsequence S, divided by number of transactions in
the database WASD. Although events can be repeated in an access sequence, a pattern can
get at most one support count contribution from one access sequence. For example, from
Table 2, f c is a pattern, which gets 50% support from user ids 300 and 400, f c appears
twice in user id 400’s sequence, but only one can contribute to the support count of f c.
Similar to association rule mining, the minimum support for sequential pattern mining is the
percentage value between 0 and 1 that is set by the user to identify the frequent sequence.
The problem of web usage mining is that of finding all patterns which have supports greater
than λ, given web access sequence database WASD and a minimum support threshold λ.

Techniques for mining sequential patterns from web logs fall into Apriori or non-Apriori.
The Apriori-like algorithms generate substantially huge sets of candidate patterns, espe-
cially when the sequential pattern is long (Agrawal and Srikant, 1995; Srikant and Agrawal,
1996; Masseglia et al., 1999; Nanopoulos and Manolopoulos, 2000, 2001). WAP-tree min-
ing (Pei et al., 2000) is a non-Apriori method which stores the web access patterns in a
compact prefix tree, called WAP-tree, and avoids generating long lists of candidate sets
to scan support for. However, WAP-tree algorithm has the drawback of recursively re-
constructing numerous intermediate WAP-trees during mining in order to compute the
frequent prefix subsequences of every suffix subsequence in a frequent sequence. This
process is very time-consuming. This paper first proposes a novel technique for assign-
ing a position code to each node of any general tree, derived from a collection of the
single binary position codes of all of this node’s ancestors in the binary tree equivalent.
Using the position code to label each node of the WAP-tree, this paper then, further pro-
poses a technique that builds the WAP-tree head links in a pre-order fashion rather than
in the order the nodes arrive as done by the WAP-tree algorithm. With the pre-order
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linked, position coded WAP-tree, the algorithm proposed in this paper is now able to
mine frequent sequences, starting with the prefix sequence without the need to recursively
re-construct any intermediate WAP-trees. This approach results in tangible performance
gain.

1.1. Related work

Sequential mining was proposed (Agrawal and Srikant, 1995), using the main idea of
association rule mining presented in Apriori algorithm of Agrawal and Srikant (1994).
Later work on mining sequential patterns in web log include the GSP (Srikant and Agrawal,
1996), the PSP (Masseglia et al., 1999), the G sequence (Spiliopoulou, 1999) and the graph
traversal (Nanopoulos and Manolopoulos, 2001) algorithms. Agrawal and Srikant proposed
three algorithms (Apriori, AprioriAll, AprioriSome) to handle sequential mining problem
(Agrawal and Srikant, 1995). Following this, the GSP (Generalized Sequential Patterns)
(Srikant and Agrawal, 1996) algorithm, which is 20 times faster than the Apriori algorithm in
Agrawal and Srikant (1995) was proposed. The GSP Algorithm makes multiple passes over
data. The first pass determines the frequent 1-item patterns (L1). Each subsequent pass starts
with a seed set: the frequent sequences found in the previous pass (Lk−1). The seed set is
used to generate new potentially frequent sequences, called candidate sequences (Ck). Each
candidate sequence has one more item than a seed sequence. In order to obtain k-sequence
candidate Ck , the frequent sequence Lk−1 joins with itself Apriori-gen way. This requires
that every sequence s in Lk−1 joins with other sequences s ′ in Lk−1 if the last k-2 elements of
s are the same as the first k-2 elements of s′. For example, if frequent 3-sequence set L3 has
6 sequences as follows: {((1, 2) (3)), ((1, 2) (4)), ((1) (3, 4)), ((1, 3) (5)), ((2) (3, 4)), ((2) (3)
(5))}. In order to obtain frequent 4-sequences, every frequent 3-sequence should join with the
other 3-sequences that have the same first two elements as its last two elements. Sequence s =
((1, 2) (3)) can join with s ′ = ((2) (3, 4)) to generate a candidate 4-sequence because the last 2
elements of s, (2) (3), are the same as the first 2 elements of s ′. Then, element (4) can be added
to the sequence ((1, 2) (3)). Since element (4) is part of the last element (3, 4) of s ′, ((2) (3, 4)),
the new sequence is ((1, 2) (3, 4)). Also, ((1, 2) (3)) can join with ((2) (3) (5)) to form ((1, 2)
(3) (5)). The remaining sequences can not join with any sequence in L3. Following the join
phase is the pruning phase, when the candidate sequences that have any of their contiguous
(k − 1)-subsequences having a support count less than the minimum support, are dropped.
The supports for the remaining candidate sequences are found next to determine which of
the candidate sequences are actually frequent (Lk). These frequent candidates become the
seed for the next pass. The algorithm terminates when there are no frequent sequences at
the end of a pass, or when there are no candidate sequences generated. The GSP algorithm
uses a hash tree to reduce the number of candidates that are checked for support in the
database.

The PSP (Prefix Tree For Sequential Patterns) (Masseglia et al., 1999) approach is much
similar to the GSP algorithm (Srikant and Agrawal, 1996). At each step k, the database is
browsed for counting the support of current candidates. Then, the frequent sequence set, Lk
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is built. The only difference between the PSP algorithm and the GSP is that it introduces
the prefix-tree to handle the procedure. Any branch, from the root to a leaf stands for a
candidate sequence, and a terminal node provides the support of the sequence from the root
to the considered leaf inclusive.

The main idea of Graph Traversal mining which is proposed by Nanopoulos and
Manolopoulos (2000, 2001), is using a simple unweighted graph to reflect the relation-
ship between the pages of web sites. Then, a graph traversal algorithm similar to Apriori
algorithm, is used to traverse the graph in order to compute the k-candidate set from the
(k − 1)-candidate sequences without performing the apriori-gen join. From the graph, if a
candidate node is large, the adjacency list of the node is retrieved. The database still has
to be scanned several times to compute the support of each candidate sequence although
the number of computed candidate sequences is drastically reduced from that of the GSP
algorithm. Other tree based approaches include (Spiliopoulou, 1999) called G sequence
mining. This algorithm uses wildcards, templates and construction of Aggregate tree used
for mining.

The FP-tree structure (Han et al., 2004) first reorders and stores the frequent non-
sequential database transaction items on a prefix tree, in descending order of their sup-
ports such that database transactions share common frequent prefix paths on the tree. Then,
mining the tree is accomplished by recursive construction of conditional pattern bases for
each frequent 1-item (in ordered list called f -list), starting with the lowest in the tree.
Conditional FP-tree is constructed for each frequent conditional pattern having more than
one path, while maximal mined frequent patterns consist of a concatenation of items on
each single path with their suffix f -list item. FreeSpan (Han et al., 2000) like the FP-tree
method, lists the f -list in descending order of support, but it is developed for sequential
pattern mining. FreeSpan mines frequent sequential patterns starting with each of its f -list
items α, through recursive construction of projected databases of this f -list item α. A pro-
jected database of an ordered f -list item α from the database D, consists of all sequences
in D containing this f -list item α but removing all items after α in the ordered f -list.
PrefixSpan (Pei et al., 2001) is a pattern-growth method like FreeSpan, which reduces the
search space for extending already discovered prefix pattern p by projecting a portion of
the original database that contains all necessary data for mining sequential patterns grown
from p. While FreeSpan supports frequent pattern guided projection, PrefixSpan supports
prefix guided projection. Thus, projected database for each f -list prefix pattern α consists
of all sequences in the original database D, containing the pattern α and only the subse-
quences prefixed with the first occurrence of α are included. Although PrefixSpan projects
smaller sized databases than FreeSpan, they both still incur non-trivial costs for construct-
ing and storing these projected databases for every sequential pattern in the worst case.
Optimization techniques include (1) bi-level projecting for reducing the number and sizes
of projected databases, and (2) Pseudo-projection for projecting memory-only databases,
where each projection consists of the pointer to the sequence and offset of the postfix to the
sequence.

Pei et al. (2000) proposed an algorithm using WAP-tree, which stands for web access
pattern tree. This approach is quite different from the Apriori-like algorithms. The main
steps involved in this technique are summarized next. The WAP-tree stores the web log data
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Table 3. Sample Web access sequence database for WAP-tree.

TID Web access sequence Frequent subsequence

100 abdac abac

200 eaebcac abcac

300 babfaec babac

400 afbacfc abacc

in a prefix tree format similar to the frequent pattern tree (Han et al., 2004) (FP-tree) for
non-sequential data. The algorithm first scans the web log once to find all frequent individual
events. Secondly, it scans the web log again to construct a WAP-tree over the set of frequent
individual events of each transaction. Thirdly, it finds the conditional suffix patterns. In the
fourth step, it constructs the intermediate conditional WAP-tree using the pattern found in
previous step. Finally, it goes back to repeat Steps 3 and 4 until the constructed conditional
WAP-tree has only one branch or is empty.

Thus, with the WAP-tree algorithm, finding all frequent events in the web log entails
constructing the WAP-tree and mining the access patterns from the WAP tree. The web
log access sequence database in Table 3 is used to show how to construct the WAP-tree
and do WAP-tree mining. Suppose the minimum support threshold is set at 75%, which
means an access sequence, s should have a count of 3 out of 4 records in our example, to be
considered frequent. Constructing WAP-tree, entails first scanning database once, to obtain
events that are frequent. When constructing the WAP-tree, the non-frequent part of every
sequence is discarded. Only the frequent sub-sequences are used as input. For example, in
Table 3, the list of all events is a, b, c, d, e, f , and the support of a is 4, b is 4, c is 4, d is
1, e is 2, and f is 3. With the minimum support of 3, only a, b, c are frequent events. Thus,
all non-frequent events (like d, e, f ) are deleted from each transaction sequence to obtain
the frequent subsequence shown in column three of Table 3.

With the frequent sequence in each transaction, the WAP-tree algorithm first stores the
frequent items as header nodes so that these header nodes will be used to link all nodes of
their type in the WAP-tree in the order the nodes are inserted. When constructing the WAP-
tree, a virtual root (Root) is first inserted. Then, each frequent sequence in the transaction
is used to construct a branch from the Root to a leaf node of the tree. Each event in a
sequence is inserted as a node with count 1 from Root if that node type does not yet exist,
but the count of the node is increased by 1 if the node type already exists. Also, the head
link for the inserted event is connected (in broken lines) to the newly inserted node from
the last node of its type that was inserted or from the header node of its type if it is the
very first node of that event type inserted. For example, as shown in figure 1(a), to insert
the first frequent sequence abac of transaction ID 100 of the example database, since there
is no node labeled a yet, which is a direct child of the Root, a left child of Root is created,
with label a and count 1. Then, the header link node for frequent event a is connected (in
broken lines) to this inserted a node from the a header node. The next event b is inserted
as the left child of node a with a count of 1 and linked to header node b, the third event a
is inserted as the left child of the node b having a count of 1, and the a link is connected to
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Figure 1. Construction of the original WAP tree.

this node from the last inserted a. The fourth and last event of this sequence is c and it is
inserted as the left child of the second a on this branch with a count of 1 and a connection
to c header node. Secondly, insert the sequence abcac of the next transaction with ID 200,
starting from the virtual Root (figure 1(b)). Since the root has a child labeled a, the node
a’s count is increased by 1 to obtain (a:2) now. Similarly, (b:2) is also in the tree. The next
event, c, does not match the next existing node a, and new node c:1 is created and inserted
as another child of b node. The third sequence babac of ID 300 and the fourth sequence
abacc are inserted next to obtain figure 1(c) and (d) respectively.

Once the sequential data is stored on the complete WAP-tree (figure 1(d)), the tree is
mined for frequent patterns starting with the lowest frequent event in the header list, in
our example, starting from frequent event c as the following discussion shows. From the
WAP-tree of figure 1(c), it first computes prefix sequence of the base c or the conditional
sequence base of c as:aba:2; ab:1; abca:1; ab:−1; baba:1; abac:1; aba:−1.

The conditional sequence list of a suffix event is obtained by following the header link of
the event and reading the path from the root to each node (excluding the node). The count
for each conditional base path is the same as the count on the suffix node itself. The first
sequence in the list above, aba represents the path to the first c node in the WAP tree. When
a conditional sequence in a branch of a WAP-tree, has a prefix subsequence that is also
a conditional sequence of a node of the same base, the count of this new subsequence is
subtracted because it has contributed before. Thus, the conditional sequence list above has
two sequences ab and aba with counts of −1. This is because, when the subsequence, abca
is added to the list, its subsequence ab was already in the list, from the first c on the same
branch. Thus, the count of ab with −1 has to be added to prevent it from contributing twice.
To qualify as a conditional frequent event, one event must have a count of 3. Therefore,
after counting the events in sequences above, the conditional frequent events are a(4) and
b(4) and c with a count of 2, which is less than the minimum support, is discarded. After
discarding the non-frequent part c in the above sequences, the conditional sequences based
on c are listed below:

aba:2; ab:1; aba:1; ab:−1; baba:1; aba:1; aba:−1
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Figure 2. Reconstruction of WAP trees for mining conditional pattern base c.

Using these conditional sequences, a conditional WAP tree, WAP-tree|c, is built using the
same method as shown in figure 1. The new conditional WAP-tree is shown in figure 2(a).
Recursively, based on the WAP-tree in figure 2(a), the next conditional sequence base for
the next suffix subsequence, bc is found as a(3), ∅, ba(1). With a as the only frequent
pattern in this base, the frequent sequence base of bc used to construct the next WAP tree
shown in figure 2(b) is a(4). This ends the re-construction of WAP trees that progressed as
suffix sequences |c, |bc and the frequent patterns found along this line are c, bc and abc.
The recursion continues with the suffix path |c, |ac. Thus, the conditional sequence base
for suffix ac is computed from figure 2(a) as ∅, ab:3; b:1; bab:1, b:−1. This list is used to
construct the WAP tree of figure 2(c). The algorithm keeps running, finding the conditional
sequence bases of bac as a:3; ba:1. From the list, the conditional frequent events of bac
is only a:4. Then, the conditional WAP-tree|bac is built as shown in figure 2(d). Now
back to completing the mining of frequent patterns with suffix ac, figure 2(c) is mined for
conditional sequence bases for suffix aac to find b:1. Since the count of b:1 is less than
the minimum support threshold, it is discarded. The empty conditional WAP-tree with the
suffix aac is shown in figure 2(e).

The conditional search of c is now finished. The search for frequent patterns that have
the suffix of other header frequent events (starting with suffix base |b and then |a) are also
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mined the same way the mining for patterns with suffix c is done above. After mining the
whole tree, discovered frequent pattern set is: {c, aac, bac, abac, ac, abc, bc, b, ab, a, aa,
ba, aba}.

WAP-tree algorithm scans the original database only twice and avoids the problem of
generating explosive candidate sets as in Apriori-like algorithms. Mining efficiency is im-
proved sharply, but the main drawback of WAP-tree mining is that it recursively constructs
large numbers of intermediate WAP-trees during mining and this entails storing intermediate
patterns, which are still time consuming operations.

1.2. Motivations and contributions

The use of World Wide Web as a means for marketing and selling has increased dramatically
in recent years. As e-commerce activities become more important, organizations must spend
more time to provide the right level of information to their customers. Web usage mining is
the application of established data mining techniques for analyzing web site usage. For an
e-commerce company, this means detecting future customers likely to make a large number
of purchases, or predicting which online visitors will click on what commercials or banners
based on observation of prior visitors who have behaved both positively or negatively to
the advertisement banners. The Apriori-like sequential mining algorithms generate huge
sets of candidate patterns, especially when the patterns are long. WAP-tree algorithm has
the drawback of recursively re-constructing intermediate WAP-trees during mining, which
is time-consuming. This paper proposes the Pre-Order WAP tree algorithm, which stores
the sequential data in a Pre-order linked WAP tree. Each of this tree’s nodes has a binary
position code assigned for directly mining the sequential patterns without re-constructing
the intermediate WAP trees. This paper also contributes the technique for assigning a binary
position code to nodes of any general tree, which, can be used to quickly define the ancestors
and descendants of any node. The technique proposed for mining in this paper presents a
much better performance than that achieved by the WAP-tree technique.

1.3. Outline of the paper

Section 2 presents the proposed Pre-Order Linked WAP-Tree Mining (PLWAP) algorithm
with the Tree Binary Code Assignment (TreBCA) algorithm. Section 3 presents an example
sequential mining of a web log database with the PLWAP algorithm. Section 4 discusses
experimental performance analysis, while Section 5 presents conclusions and future work.

2. Proposed pre-order linked WAP-tree mining and tree binary
code assignment algorithms

Pre-Order Linked WAP-Tree Mining (PLWAP) algorithm is a new sequential pattern min-
ing algorithm for web logs, which is based on WAP-tree (Pei et al., 2000), but avoids
recursively re-constructing intermediate WAP-trees during mining of the original WAP
tree for frequent patterns. PLWAP algorithm is able to quickly determine the suffix trees
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or forests of any frequent pattern prefix under consideration by comparing the assigned
binary position codes of nodes of the tree. Thus, this section also presents a Tree Binary
Code Assignment (TreBCA) algorithm defined for assigning unique binary position codes
to nodes of any general tree, by first transforming the tree to its binary tree equivalent and
using a rule similar to that used in Huffman coding (Shaffer, 2000), to define a unique
code for each node. Section 2.1 presents some definitions necessary for presenting the algo-
rithms, Section 2.2 presents the TreBCA algorithm, while Section 2.3 presents the PLWAP
algorithm.

2.1. Common terms and concepts related to PLWAP-tree based mining

A tree is a data structure accessed starting at its root node and each node of a tree is either
a leaf or an interior node. A leaf is an item with no child. An interior node has one or more
child nodes and is called the parent of its child nodes. All children of the same node are
siblings. Like WAP-tree mining, every frequent sequence in the database can be represented
on a branch of a tree. Thus, from the root to any node in the tree defines a frequent sequence.
For any node labeled ei in the WAP-tree, all nodes in the path from root of the tree to this
node (itself excluded) form a prefix sequence of ei . The count of this node ei is called the
count of the prefix sequence. Any node in the prefix sequence of ei is an ancestor of ei . On
the other hand, the nodes from ei (itself excluded) to leaves form the suffix sequences of
ei . Any node in the suffix sequence is a descendant of ei . The suffix sequence of ei is not
unique. Normally, there are several children of ei in the tree, and each branch from a child
to a leaf node will represent a suffix sequence and these suffix branches of ei are called the
suffix trees (forest) of ei . The suffix trees of ei are rooted at several nodes that are children
of ei , called the suffix root set of ei . The suffix root sets are used to virtually represent the
suffix forests without the need to physically store each forest. Figure 3(b) presents the suffix
trees (forest) of root “A” in figure 3(a). Since there are a number of suffix trees for a node
ei , the relationship between the position of the suffix trees of a node is described using left
and right tree of a tree root. For example, in figure 3(a), “B” is left-tree of “C” or “D”, and
“D” is the right-tree of “B” or “C”, while node “E” belongs to the left-tree of “C” or “D”.

Figure 3. A tree and its suffix forest.
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2.1.1. Why suffix trees? The main objective of PLWAP technique is to avoid recursive re-
construction of intermediate WAP-trees during mining of the original WAP tree. Unlike the
condition search in WAP-tree mining, which is based on finding common suffix sequence
first, the PLWAP technique finds the common prefix sequences first. The main idea is to
find a frequent pattern by progressively finding its common frequent subsequences starting
with the first frequent event in a frequent pattern. For example, if abcd is a frequent pattern
to be discovered, the WAP tree technique would start by finding the suffix event d, then, it
will find the next suffix subsequence cd, then bcd and finally abcd and for each of the these
suffix subsequences, an intermediate WAP-tree is reconstructed. The PLWAP tree, on the
other hand, would find the the prefix event a first, then, using the suffix trees of node a,
it will find the next prefix subsequence ab and continuing with the suffix tree of b, it will
find the next prefix subsequence abc and finally, abcd. Thus, the idea of PLWAP is to use
the suffix trees of the last frequent event in an m-prefix sequence to recursively extend the
subsequence to m + 1 sequence by adding a frequent event that occurred in the suffix trees.
For a sequence in the WAP-tree, the events occurring at the beginning of the sequence are
presented in the upper part of the WAP-tree, the remaining events of the sequence are only
represented by the nodes in the lower part of WAP-tree. So, if we know what part of the
WAP-tree can be used to find the next suffix event in the frequent sequence, we need not
re-construct the WAP-tree again. The main problem is how to identify which sequences are
suffix sequences of the last event. Thus, binary position codes are introduced for identifying
the position of every node in the WAP tree. Using this method, we can find the suffix tree
of a particular event without reconstructing the tree.

2.2. Tree binary position code assignment algorithm

Position code is a binary code used to indicate the position of the nodes in the WAP-tree.
In data structure (Shaffer, 2000), when implementing a general tree data structure, a tree
is usually transformed into its equivalent binary tree, which has a fixed number of child
nodes. To convert a given general tree, T , with nodes at n levels, and root at level 0, the leaf
nodes at level (n − 1), to a binary tree, the following rule is applied. The root of the binary
tree is the leftmost child of the root of the general tree, T . Then, starting from level 1 of the
general tree and working down to level n − 1 of the tree, for every node: (1) the leftmost
child of this node in the general tree is the left child of the node in the binary tree, and (2)
the immediate right sibling of this node in the general tree is the right child of this node in
the binary tree. For example, given a tree shown as figure 4(a), it can be transformed into
its binary tree equivalent shown in figure 4(b), where every node has at most two links, one
is its left child, and the other is its sibling.

The position code is assigned to the nodes on the binary tree equivalent of the tree using the
Huffman coding idea. Here, the code assignment rule, starts from the leftmost child of the
root node of the general tree, which has a binary position code of 1 because this node is
the root of the binary tree equivalent of the tree. Thus, given the binary tree equivalent of a
tree, with root node having a code of 1, the single temporary position code assignment rule
assigns 1 to the left child of each node, and 0 is assigned to the right child of each node.
These temporary position codes are used to define the actual binary position code for each
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Figure 4. Position code assignment with node position in its binary tree.

node in the original general tree. The position code of a node on the WAP tree is defined
as the concatenation of all temporary position codes of its ancestors from the root to the
node itself (inclusive) in the transformed binary tree equivalent of the tree. For example, in
figure 4(a), the position code of the rightmost leaf node (c:1) is obtained by concatenating
all temporary position codes from path (a:3) to (c:1) of the rightmost branch of figure 4(b) to
obtain 101111. The transformation to binary tree equivalent is mainly used to come up with
a technique for defining and assigning position codes (presented below as Rule 2.1) to nodes
of the tree that will accomplish the identification task needed during PLWAP tree mining.
It should be stressed that the PLWAP algorithm does not involve physical transformation
of a WAP-tree to a binary tree before mining. The tree transformation technique presented
in this section is mainly used to define a mechanism for assigning position codes straight to
PLWAP tree nodes during their construction. After observing the position code assignment
with nodes in figure 4(a), the following properties are defined.

Rule 2.1. Given a WAP-tree with some nodes, the position code of each node can simply
be assigned following the rule that the root has null position code, and the leftmost child
of the root has a code of 1, but the code of any other node is derived by appending 1 to
the position code of its parent, if this node is the leftmost child, or appending 10 to the
position code of the parent if this node is the second leftmost child, the third leftmost child
has 100 appended, etc. In general, for the nth leftmost child, the position code is obtained
by appending the binary number for 2n−1 to the parent’s code.

Property 2.1. A node α is an ancestor of another node β if and only if the position code
of α with “1” appended to its end, equals the first x number of bits in the position code of
β, where x is the ((number of bits in the position code of α) + 1).

For example, in figure 4(a), (c:1:1110) is an ancestor of (c:1:111011) because the position
code of (c:1:1110) is 1110, and after appending 1 at the end of 1110, we get 11101, which is
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equal to the first 5 (i.e, length of c + 1) bits of (c:1:111011). On the other hand, (c:1:1110)
is not the ancestor of (c:1:101111), since after appending 1, the code will be 11101 and is
not equal to the first 5 bits position code of (c:1:101111). Not only can we use the position
code to find the ancestor and descendant relationships between nodes, but we can also find
whether one node belongs to the right-tree or left-tree of another node. From figure 4(a), it
can be seen that node (c:1:1111) and node (c:1:111011) are two nodes that belong to two
subtrees, which are rooted at (a:2:111) and (c:1:1110) respectively. The node (c:1:1111)
belongs to a left-tree of (c:1:111011) since the fourth bit of (c:1:111011) is 0, which means
the node is extended from the node with position code 1110. The node with position code
1110 is a right sibling of node with 111, which is an ancestor of node (c:1:1111). Thus,
(c:1:111011) is a right-tree of (c:1:1111).

2.3. The PLWAP algorithm

The PLWAP algorithm is similar to the WAP-tree algorithm (Pei et al., 2000), introduced in
the related work section since both the WAP tree and PLWAP tree are constructed the same
way. However, the PLWAP is more efficient since it eliminates recursive re-construction of
intermediate WAP-trees in order to mine the original WAP-tree for frequent patterns. The
PLWAP algorithm is based on the following Property 2.2 which is derived from the Apriori
algorithm (Agrawal and Srikant, 1995). Other applicable properties are also presented.

Property 2.2. If e is a frequent event within the set of suffixes of a sequential pattern L
in the web access sequence database (WASD), then, the sequence Le is a frequent access
pattern of WASD. For example, if ac is a frequent pattern, and b is a frequent event within
the suffix sets of c, then, acb is a frequent access pattern.

Property 2.3. The support count of a node ei in PLWAP is greater than or equal to the
sum of the counts of the suffix subtrees of ei .

Using figure 4(a), Property 2.3 is explained with node b:3:11, which has a support count
of 3, that is equal to the sum of the support counts of its two suffix tree root set nodes,
a:2:111 and c:1:1110. The implication of this property is that in counting the support of a
suffix root node ei of the PLWAP-tree, since the first ei node from the root, has the higher
count than any of its descendants, only the count of this first ei node contributes to the total
count of ei as presented in Property 2.4.

Property 2.4. If there is a node in an ei current suffix subtree, which is also labeled ei ,

the support count of the first ei is the one that contributes to the total support count of ei ,

while the count of any other ei node in this same subtree is ignored.

From figure 4(a), Property 2.4 allows us to obtain the support count of event a on the left
suffix subtree of Root as 3, and that on the right subtree as 1.
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Property 2.5. The support count of a node ei , in the current ei suffix trees (also called
current conditional PLWAP-trees), ready to be mined is the sum of all first ei nodes in all
suffix trees of ei , or in the suffix tree of the Root if the first event of a frequent pattern is
being mined.

Applying Property 2.5 to figure 4(a), the support count of node a in the Root suffix trees
is 4 (the sum of a:3:1 and a:1:101). The support count of a in subsequent a suffix trees (that
is subtrees rooted at b:3:11 and b:1:1011) is 4, from the sum of a:2:1111, a:1:11101 and
a:1:10111. The support count of event b in this same a suffix trees rooted at (b:3:11 and
b:1:1011) is 4.

Property 2.6. ei is the next frequent event in the mined prefix subsequence if the node
ei in the current suffix tree of ei has a support count greater than or equal to the minimum
support threshold.

Property 2.7. For any frequent event ei , all frequent subsequences containing ei can be
visited by following the ei linkage starting from the last visited ei record in the PLWAP-tree
being mined.

Property 2.8. For any access sequence in an access sequence database, WASD, there
exists a unique path in the PLWAP-tree starting from the root such that all labels of the
nodes in the path in order are exactly the same as the events in the sequence.

This Property 2.8 ensures that the number of distinct leaf nodes as well as paths in a
PLWAP-tree can not be more than the number of distinct frequent sequences in the access
sequence database, and the height of the PLWAP-tree is bounded by one (for the root) plus
the maximal number of instances of frequent 1-events in an access sequence. The key design
points behind the PLWAP algorithm are summarized next.

1. The PLWAP-tree data structure, similar to WAP-tree, is used to store access sequences
in the database, and the corresponding counts of frequent events compactly, so that the
tedious support counting is avoided during mining.

2. A position code is assigned to each node in PLWAP-tree, using Rule 2.1 defined in
Section 2.2. These codes are used during mining for identifying the position of the
nodes in the tree. WAP-tree algorithm does not use position codes.

3. The header frequent nodes in the PLWAP-tree are linked pre-order fashion, by visiting
the root first, then, the left subtree before the right subtree. The WAP-tree algorithm
links the header node in the order that they are inserted. Header node linking is used to
keep track of nodes with the same label for traversing prefix sequences and identifying
their suffix trees and next prefix pattern efficiently.

4. An efficient recursive algorithm is proposed to enumerate web access frequent patterns
from the PLWAP-tree. The philosophy of this mining algorithm is prefix sequence search
rather than suffix search done by WAP-tree algorithm. Instead of searching common suf-
fix pattern (that is, obtain the frequent pattern starting with the last event in the sequence
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and keep extending the suffix subsequence until the entire sequence is found) as WAP-
tree mining does, PLWAP algorithm searches common prefix pattern in the PLWAP-tree
(by finding the first event in the sequence and extending this prefix subsequence until
the entire sequence is found). Properties 2.1, 2.6 and 2.7, with position codes, are used
to efficiently find the next prefix pattern to add to an already found prefix subsequence,
while Property 2.2 proves the correctness of this extension. Other properties present
features of the PLWAP-tree applied by Property 2.6 to correctly find the next prefix
event.

The sequence of steps involved in the PLWAP-tree algorithm are presented next, before
the formal presentation of the algorithm.

• Step 1: The PLWAP algorithm scans the access sequence database first time to obtain the
support of all events in the event set, E . All events that have a support greater than or
equal to the minimum support are frequent. Each node in a PLWAP-tree registers three
pieces of information: node label, node count and node position code, denoted as label:
count: position. The root of the tree is a special virtual node with an empty label and
count 0. Every other node is labeled by an event in the event set E .

• Step 2: The PLWAP scans the database a second time to obtain the frequent sequences in
each transaction. The non-frequent events in each sequence are deleted from the sequence.
PLWAP algorithm also builds a prefix tree data structure, called PLWAP tree, by inserting
the frequent sequence of each transaction in the tree the same way the WAP-tree algorithm
would insert them. The insertion of frequent subsequence is started from the root of the
PLWAP-tree. Considering the first event, denoted as e, increment the count of a child
node with label e by 1 if there exists this node, otherwise create a child labeled by
e and set the count to 1, and set its position code by applying Rule 2.1 above. Once
the frequent sequence of the last database transaction is inserted in the PLWAP-tree,
the tree is traversed pre-order fashion (by visiting the root first, the left subtree next
and the right subtree finally), to build the frequent header node linkages. Auxiliary node
linkage structures are constructed to assist node traversal in a PLWAP-tree. All the nodes
in the tree with the same label are linked by shared-label linkages into a queue, called
event-node queue. The event-node queue with label ei is also called ei -queue. There is
one header table L for a PLWAP-tree, and the head of each event-node queue is registered.

• Step 3: Then, PLWAP algorithm recursively mines the PLWAP-tree using prefix condi-
tional sequence search to find all web frequent access patterns. Starting with an event,
ei on the header list, it finds the next prefix frequent event to be appended to an already
computed m-sequence frequent subsequence, by applying Property 2.6, which confirms
an en node in the root set of ei , frequent only if the count of all current suffix trees of
en is frequent. It continues the search for each next prefix event along the path, using
subsequent suffix trees of some en (a frequent 1-event in the header table), until there
are no more suffix trees to search. The reason for storing the auxiliary node links in
pre-order traversal mode is that it puts the nodes with the same label in the same suffix
tree closely, improving mining efficiency. To mine the PLWAP-tree, the algorithm starts
with an empty list of already discovered frequent patterns and the list of frequent events
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in the head linkage table. Then, for each event, ei , in the head table, it follows its linkage
to first mine 1-sequences, which are recursively extended until the m-sequences are dis-
covered. From Property 2.6, the algorithm finds the next tree node, en , to be appended
to the last discovered sequence, by counting the support of en in the current suffix tree
of ei (header linkage event). Note that ei and en could be the same events {a, b, c}. The
mining process would start with an ei event a, and given the PLWAP-tree, it first mines
the first a event in the frequent pattern by obtaining the sum of the counts of the first
en (i.e., a) nodes in the suffix subtrees of the Root. This event is confirmed frequent if
this count is greater than or equal to minimum support. Now, the discovered frequent
pattern list is {a}. To find frequent 2-sequences that start with this event a, the next
suffix trees of ei (i.e., a) are mined for events a, b, c in turn to possibly obtain frequent
2-sequences aa, ab, ac respectively if support thresholds are met. Frequent 3-sequences
are computed using frequent 2-sequences and the appropriate suffix subtrees. All fre-
quent events in the header list are searched for, in each round of mining in each suffix
tree set. Once the mining of the suffix subtrees near the leaves of the tree are completed,
it recursively backtracks to the suffix trees towards the root of the tree until the mining of
all suffix trees of all patterns starting with all elements in the header link table are com-
pleted. An example, showing the construction and mining of the PLWAP-tree is given in
Section 3.

The formal presentation of the PLWAP-tree algorithm is given as figure 5. The PLWAP-
tree T , the frequent 1-sequence, and minimum support threshold are obtained either from
previous call to the algorithm or user defined. These variables are used during every round
of the algorithm, and thus, are considered global variables. The other variables needed by
the algorithm are suffix subtrees’ roots set, and the frequent sequence found from previous
round. When the algorithm is called first time, the suffix subtrees roots set consists of the
root of the whole PLWAP-tree. As the algorithm runs in a particular round, it is called
by the previous round to find if an ei in the header table, is the next frequent event in
the sequence. Thus, it has the suffix subtree roots set of ei node in the PLWAP-tree. It
also has the frequent sequence F , as the sequence, which is ended with ei in previous
round.

Figure 5. The main PLWAP TREE algorithm.
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Table 4. Sample Web access sequence database for PLWAP-tree.

TID Web access sequence Frequent subsequence

100 abdac abac

200 eaebcac abcac

300 babfaec babac

400 afbacfc abacc

3. An example—Constructing and mining PLWAP-tree for frequent patterns

The same web access sequence database used in Section 1 for introducing WAP tree mining
is used here as Table 4 for showing how the PLWAP algorithm constructs a PLWAP tree
and how it mines the tree to obtain frequent sequences. The minimum support threshold is
also set at 75%, which is 3 out of 4 records in our example. The construction of WAP-tree
process is described next.

3.1. Example construction of PLWAP tree

The first step of the PLWAP algorithm of figure 5 is to scan the WASD once to obtain
the supports of the events in the event set E = {a, b, c, d, e, f } and store the frequent
1-events in the header List, L as {a:4, b:4, c:4}. The events d:1, e:2, f :2 have supports less
than the minimum support of 3 and thus, are not frequent events. The second instruction
in the PLWAP algorithm (figure 5) causes the WASD database to be scanned the second
time, using only the frequent events in each transaction, and constructing pre-order linkages
of the header nodes for frequent events a, b, and c. The algorithm PLWAP Construct of
figure 6 is called by the main algorithm to construct the PLWAP tree. The first instruction
of figure 6 creates a root node for the PLWAP tree, and for each access sequence in the
second column of the WASD (Table 4), it removes all non-frequent events d, e, f to create
the frequent events in the transactions in their sequential order shown as the third column
of Table 4. Thus, for the first sequence abdac, the frequent sequence abac is obtained and
for the second sequence, eaebcac, the frequent sequence abcac is obtained. These frequent
sequences of the WASD transactions are used for constructing the PLWAP tree, one frequent
sequence after the other. Thus, the PLWAP Construct algorithm inserts the first frequent
sequence abac in the PLWAP tree with only the root by checking if an a child exists for
the root. Since there is no such node yet, an a node is inserted as the leftmost child of the
root as shown in figure 8(a). The count of this node is 1 and its position code is 1 since
it is the leftmost child of the root. Next, the b node is inserted as the leftmost child of the
a node since no b node following an a node exists yet. Since it is the first of its kind, its
count is 1 and its position code is 11 because Rule 2.1 says to append 1 to the position
code of its parent node to obtain the position code of the leftmost child. Then, the third
event in this sequence, a, is inserted as a child of node b with count 1 and position code
111. Finally, the last event c is inserted with count 1 and position code 1111. All inserted
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Figure 6. The PLWAP-construction and pre-order linkage algorithm.

nodes on the tree have information recorded as (node label: count:position code). Next,
the second frequent sequence, abcac is inserted starting from root as shown in figure 8(b).
Since the root has a child labeled a, thus a’s count is increased by 1. Now the node (a:1:1)
is changed to (a:2:1). Similarly, we now have (b:2:11). The next event c does not match
the existing node a. Thus, a new node is created. The new node is not the first child of its
parent (b:2:11), thus, its position code is the position code of its closest left sibling (a:1:111)
with 0 appended. Thus, the position code of the new node is 1110. Finally, the new node
can be represented as (c:1:1110). The next two events are newly created as (a:1:11101)
and (c:1:111011) respectively. This process keeps running until there is no more access
sequence in WASD. Figure 8(c) and (d) show the PLWAP-tree after sequences babac and
abacc have been inserted into the tree. Now, that the PLWAP tree is constructed, the third
instruction in the algorithm PLWAP Construct traverses the tree to construct a pre-order
linkage of frequent header nodes, a, b and c. Starting from the root using pre-order traversal
mechanism to create the queue, we first add (a:3:1) into the a-queue. Then, visiting its left
child, (b:3:11) will be added to the b-queue. After checking (b:3:11)’s left child, (a:2:111) is
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Figure 7. The PLWAP-tree mining for frequent patterns algorithm.

found and labeled as a, and it is added to the a-queue. Then, (c:2:1111) and (c:1:11111) are
inserted into the c-queue. Since there is no more left child after (c:1:11111), algorithm goes
backward, until it finds the sibling of (a:2:111). Thus, (c:1:1110) is inserted into c-queue.
The algorithm keeps running until the whole PLWAP-tree has been traversed. Figure 8(e)
shows the completely constructed PLWAP tree with the pre-order linkages.

3.2. Example mining of constructed PLWAP tree

The PLWAP-tree structure constructed by algorithm PLWAP Tree Construct, which is called
by the main PLWAP tree algorithm of figure 5 contains all sequences to be mined to
obtain frequent patterns. Unlike WAP-tree mining, which searches access patterns with
the same suffix, the PLWAP finds the access sequences with the same prefix. The third
instruction of the PLWAP algorithm (figure 5) calls the PLWAP Mine algorithm in figure 7
to recursively mine the pre-order linked WAP-tree for frequent patterns using prefix pattern
search. The algorithm starts to find the frequent sequence with the frequent 1-sequence
in the set of frequent events(FE) {a, b, c}. For every frequent event in FE and the suffix
trees of current conditional PLWAP-tree being mined, it follows the linkage of this event
to find the first occurrence of this frequent event in every current suffix tree being mined,
and adds the support count of all first occurrences of this frequent event in all its current
suffix trees. If the count is greater than the minimum support threshold, then this event is
appended (concatenated) to the last list of frequent sequence, F . The suffix trees of these
first occurrence events in the previously mined conditional suffix PLWAP-trees are now in
turn, used for mining the next event. Please note that the conditional suffix PLWAP-tree,
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Figure 8. Construction of PLWAP-tree using pre-order traversal.

which is obtained during the mining process does not actually physically exist. To obtain
this conditional PLWAP-tree, we only need to remember the roots of the current suffix trees,
which are stored for next round mining. For example, the algorithm starts by mining the tree
in figure 9(a) for the first element in the header linkage list, a following the a link to find
the first occurrencies of a nodes in a:3:1 and a:1:101 of the suffix trees of the Root since
this is the first time the whole tree is passed for mining a frequent 1-sequence. Now the list
of mined frequent patterns F is {a} since the count of event a in this current suffix trees is
4 (sum of a:3:1 and a:1:101 counts), and more than the minimum support of 3. The mining
of frequent 2-sequences that start with event a would continue with the next suffix trees of
a rooted at {b:3:11, b:1:1011} shown in figure 9(b) as unshadowed nodes. The objective
here is to find if 2-sequences aa, ab and ac are frequent using these suffix trees. In order
to confirm aa frequent, we need to confirm event a frequent in the current suffix tree set,
and similarly, to confirm ab frequent, we should again follow the b link to confirm event
b frequent using this suffix tree set, same for ac. The position codes of the nodes are used
to identify which nodes of each suffix tree are descendants of the first event node ei in the
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Figure 9. Mining PLWAP-tree to find frequent sequence starting with aa.

same subtree so that their counts are ignored. The position codes are also used to quickly
identify the ei nodes on a current suffix trees set that belong to a different subtree so that
their counts can contribute to the total support count of ei . We continue to mine all frequent
events in the suffix trees of a:3:1 and a:1:101, which are rooted at b:3:11 and b:1:1011
respectively. From figure 9(b), we find the first occurrence of ‘a’ on each suffix tree, as
a:2:111, a:1:11101 and a:1:10111 giving a total count of 4 to make a the next frequent
event in sequence. Thus, a is appended to the last list of frequent sequence ‘a’, to form
the new frequent sequence ‘aa’. We continue to mine the conditional suffix PLWAP-tree in
figure 9(c). The suffix trees of these ‘a’ nodes which are rooted at c:2:1111, c:1:111011 and
c:1:101111, give another c frequent event in sequence, to obtain the sequence ‘aac’. The
last suffix tree (figure 9(d)) rooted at c:1:11111 is no longer frequent, terminating this leg of
the recursive search. Backtracking in the order of previous conditional suffix PLWAP-tree
mined, we search for other frequent events. Since no more frequent events are found in
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the conditional suffix PLWAP-tree in figure 9(c), we backtrack to figure 9(b), to find that
b:3:11, b:1:1011 yield frequent event for b to give the next frequent sequence as ab. This
leg of mining of patterns that begin with prefix subsequence ab is shown in figure 10(a) to
(d). So far, discovered frequent patterns are {a, aa, aac, ab}. Since figure 9(b) has just been
mined for b, the just mined b nodes are shadowed to give the next suffix trees to continue
with, in figure 10(a). The current suffix trees to mine for frequent 3-sequences starting with
ab are rooted at a:2:111, c:1:1110 and a:1:10111. Following the last a links, we find the
first a nodes to sum their counts as a:2:111, a:1:11101 and a:1:10111 for a total count of 4
to be confirmed frequent. This yields the frequent pattern aba with the leaf end suffix trees
to be mined next as shown in figure 10(b). From this figure, the current suffix trees have
event c frequent to yield the pattern abac and the last suffix tree shown in figure 10(c) for
the abac leg of mining. It backtracks to the suffix tree in figure 10(a) to look for the pattern
c to be appended to ab using the c header links in this suffix tree. The nodes c:2:1111,
c:1:1110 and c:1:101111 are used for its support counting as shown in figure 10(d). Since
no more frequent event can be obtained from the rest of the suffix trees in this figure, it
backtracks to figure 9(b) to mine for the pattern ac using the c link to get figure 10(e). This
completes the mining of frequent patterns starting with event a and the patterns obtained
so far are {a, aa, aac, ab, aba, abac, abc, ac}. This process will be repeated in turn for
patterns that start with frequent events b and c respectively shown in figure 11. Finally, we
have the frequent sequence set {a, aa, aac, ab, aba, abac, abc, ac, b, ba, bac, bc, c}.
After checking with the final set of frequent sequences, this result is the same as the result
extracted by the WAP-tree algorithm.

4. Performance analysis and experimental evaluation

The PLWAP algorithm, has various advantages over the WAP-tree algorithm, which
include:

1. The PLWAP algorithm eliminates the need to store numerous intermediate WAP trees
during mining. Since only the original PLWAP tree is stored, it drastically cuts off
huge memory access costs, which may include disk I/O cost in a virtual memory
environment, especially when mining very long sequences with millions of records.
Section 4.1.4 presents results of experimental analyses showing contributions of I/O
access and CPU (including main main memory) usages for both the WAP and PLWAP
algorithms.

2. PLWAP also eliminates the need to store and scan intermediate conditional pattern bases
for re-constructing intermediate WAP trees.

3. The PLWAP tree algorithm uses the pre-order linking of header nodes to store all events
ei in the same suffix tree closely together in the linkage, making the search process more
efficient.

4. A simple technique for assigning position codes to nodes of any tree has also emerged,
which can be used to decide the relationship between tree nodes without repetitive
traversals.
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Figure 10. Mining PLWAP-tree to find frequent sequence starting with ab or ac.

Suppose the number of frequent sequential patterns that can be extracted from the WAP-tree
is p and the number of 1-sequences is f , the number of constructed intermediate WAP-trees
is p − f . The time complexity for constructing PLWAP-tree or WAP tree is the same and is
O(nl), where n is the number of sequences in the WASD and l is the length of the longest
frequent sequence in the WASD. The time complexity for mining the PLWAP tree is O( f p),
where f is the number of frequent 1-events and f is the total number of frequent patterns
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Figure 11. Mining PLWAP-tree to find frequent sequence starting with b or c.
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to be discovered. This means that for WAP algorithm, this time complexity is multiplied
by (p − f ) times needed for constructing intermediate trees. From the memory view, it can
be seen that WAP-tree needs more memory space for intermediate trees and conditional
databases. The position code for each node introduced by the PLWAP algorithm does not
take much more space as it is based on binary tree transformation of the PLWAP tree. The
height of the WAP tree is the length of the longest frequent subsequence in the web access
sequence database. The web access sequence is sequence of page-views, which is produced
by user visiting the web pages. Normally, the sequence length is shorter than its width. For
every node in the WAP-tree, we need 1 byte to store the label, 1 byte to store the count,
2 bytes to store the links which indicate its child and its sibling. The deeper the recursive
round the WAP-tree algorithm calls, the more space it needs. In the worst case, it may need
the space of the original WAP-tree multiplied several times. When the original WAP-tree
is large and the sequence we try to find is long, WAP-tree may face the problem of not
being able to store all information in the main memory. Some I/O work may be needed
between the main memory and virtual memory. For PLWAP mining, at the beginning of
mining process, a small extra space is needed to store the position code. may need some
little space to store the pointers of the roots set during mining.

4.1. Experimental evaluation

This section compares the experimental performance of PLWAP with the WAP-tree mining
and the Apriori-like GSP algorithms. The three algorithms are implemented with C++ lan-
guage running under Inprise C++ Builder environment. All experiments are performed on
400 MHz Celeron PC machine with 64 megabytes memory. The operating system is Win-
dows 98. Synthetic datasets are generated using the publicly available synthetic data gen-
eration program of the IBM Quest data mining project at http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/
quest/, which has been used in most sequential pattern mining studies (Srikant and Agrawal,
1996; Masseglia et al., 1998; Pei et al., 2000). The datasets consist of sequences of events,
where each event represents an accessed web page. The parameters shown below are used
to generate the data sets.

|D|: Number of sequences in the database
|C |: Average length of the sequences
|S|: Average length of maximal potentially frequent sequence
|N |: number of events

For example, C10·S5·N2000·D60 K means that |C | = 10, |S| = 5, |N | = 2000, and |D| =
60 K. It represents a group of data with average length of the sequences as 10, the average
length of maximal potentially frequent sequence is 5, the number of individual events in
the database are 2000, and the total number of sequences in database is 60 thousand. The
datasets with different parameters test different aspects of the algorithms. Basically, if the
number of these four parameters becomes larger, the execution time becomes longer.
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Table 5. Execution times for dataset at different minimum supports.

Runtime (in secs) at different supports

Algorithms 0.8 1 2 3 4 5 10

GSP – – – – – 1678 852

WAP-tree 2080 1532 805 541 372 335 166

PLWAP-tree 492 395 266 179 127 104 69

4.1.1. Experiment 1: Execution time for different support. This experiment uses fixed
size database and different minimum support to compare the performance of PLWAP, WAP
and GSP algorithms. The datasets are described as C10 · S5 · N2000 · D60 K, and algorithms
are tested with minimum supports between 0.8% and 10% against the 60 thousand (60 K)
database.

From Table 5 and figure 12, it can be seen that the execution time of every algorithm
decreases as the minimum support increases. This is because when the minimum support
increases, the number of candidate sequence decreases. Thus, the algorithms need less time
to find the frequent sequences. Among these three algorithms, the GSP algorithm is the
most time-consuming algorithm. It is hard to generate and test the candidate sequences
when the number of frequent 1-sequence becomes large. Suppose the frequent 1-sequence
is 9, the candidate 2-sequences will be 81, the testing work against the 60 K database is huge.
As shown in figure 12, the execution time of GSP increases sharply, when the minimum
support decreases. The GSP algorithm faces a problem when the minimum support is set
to 4% or lower. It took so long that the process had to be aborted. The PLWAP algorithm
always uses less runtime than the WAP algorithm. WAP tree mining incurs higher storage

Figure 12. Execution times trend with different minimum supports.
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Table 6. Execution times at different data sizes on support 5%.

Different changed transaction size
Algorithms
(times in secs) 20 K 40 K 60 K 80 K 100 K

WAP-tree 158 272 335 464 566

PLWAP-tree 54 81 104 146 185

cost (memory or I/O). Even in memory only systems, the cost of storing intermediated trees
adds appreciably to the overall execution time of the program. It is however, more realistic
to assume that such techniques are run in regular systems available in many environments,
which are not memory only, but could be multiple processor systems sharing memories
and CPU’s with virtual memory support. As the minimum support threshold decreases, the
number of events that meet minimum support increases. This means that WAP-tree becomes
larger and longer, and the algorithm needs much more I/O work during mining of WAP-
tree. As minimum support decreases, the execution time difference between WAP-tree and
PLWAP increases.

4.1.2. Experiment 2: Execution times for databases with different sizes. In this experi-
ment, databases with different sizes from 20 K to 100 K with the fixed minimum support of
5% were used. The five datasets are C10 · S5 · N2000 · D20 K, C10 · S5 · N2000 · D40 K,
C10 · S5 · N2000 · D60 K, C10 · S5 · N2000 · D80 K and C10 · S5 · N2000 · D100 K. Only
the execution times of the WAP and PLWAP algorithms were compared and the results of
this experiment are presented in Table 6 and figure 13.

Figure 13. Execution times trend with different data sizes.
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Table 7. Execution times with different sequence lengths at support 1%.

Different changed transaction size
Algorithms
(times in secs) 10 (5) 20 (8) 30 (10)

WAP-tree 402 1978 5516

PLWAP-tree 217 743 1751

When the data size increases, the cost of scanning original database twice and building
original WAP-tree or PLWAP-tree increases. However, much more time is needed by WAP-
tree than PLWAP algorithm for mining the tree because of WAP algorithm’s need to store
intermediate patterns and construct intermediate WAP-trees.

4.1.3. Experiment 3: Different length sequences. In Experiment 3, the performance of
WAP and PLWAP algorithms for the sequences with varying average lengths of 10, 20 and
30 was observed. Three datasets used to do the comparison are: C10 · S5 · N1500 · D10 K,
C20 · S8 · N1500 · D10 K and C30 · S10 · N1500 · D10 K. The minimum support is set at
1%.

From the result shown in Table 7 and figure 14, it can be clearly seen that the PLWAP
algorithm is much more efficient than the WAP algorithm. When the sequence becomes
longer, the WAP algorithm needs more time to construct the intermediate WAP trees.

4.1.4. Experiment 4: Analyses of CPU and IO usages of PLWAP and WAP. This section
discusses results of experiments conducted on a UNIX SUN microsystems with a total of
8192 Mb memory and 12 × 336 MHz processor speed, intended for analyzing portions of

Figure 14. Execution times trend with different length sequences.
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Table 8. Analyses of CPU and IO usages of PLWAP and WAP.

MinSupport (%) 5 7 9 15 20 30 50

CPU Time PLWAP 4.47 3.15 2.24 1.32 1.04 0.77 0.52

(sec) WAP 13.4 10.16 8.75 6.09 4.47 3.32 1.13

I/O Time PLWAP 0.22 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.02 0.01

(sec) WAP 1.52 1.22 0.86 0.44 0.43 0.2 0.08

Overall PLWAP 4.73 3.26 2.39 1.39 1.14 0.8 0.54

Response (sec) WAP 15.27 11.47 9.79 6.63 4.96 3.54 1.24

the overall execution times of the two algorithms, PLWAP and WAP are that devoted to
CPU execution of instructions including access to main memory, and the portions that are
spent in “kernel” mode processing I/O requests. A number of experiments were run on two
databases of one thousand and ten thousand records in order to collect the CPU time, I/O
time and overall response time in seconds of both algorithms for minimum supports of 5%
to 50%. Since the I/O and CPU usage behavior patterns are regular across different database
sizes, results of the experiments on the one thousand record database, are summarized in
Table 8 and used to discuss these behaviors next. From Table 8, comparative I/O and CPU
usage times of the algorithms are derived as shown in Table 9.

From Table 9 (columns 6 and 8), it can be seen that I/O access accounts for 5% or
less of the overall program execution time of the PLWAP algorithm, while its CPU usage,
including main memory access accounts for 95% or more of its overall execution time. The
WAP algorithm from Table 9 (columns 7 and 9) invests more on I/O usage than the PLWAP
algorithm, and the portions of its overall execution time that goes to I/O usage is 6% to
13%, but its CPU usage accounts for 87% to 94% of its overall program execution time.
Thus, CPU time dominates the I/O time in both algorithms although the WAP algorithm
spends more time on I/O operations than the PLWAP algorithm. Table 9 (columns 3) shows
that the WAP algorithm for the same tasks would require 5 to 13 times more I/O time than

Table 9. CPU and IO usages of PLWAP(PW) and WAP derived from Table 8.

PW Increase PW Increase PW WAP PW WAP
Min-Sup I/O in WAP CPU in WAP time % time % time % time %
% time I/O need time CPU need to I/O to I/O to CPU to CPU

5 0.22 5.9 PW’s 4.47 2.0 PW’s 4.7 10 95 90

7 0.09 12.6 3.15 2.23 2.82 13.0 97.2 87.0

9 0.08 9.75 2.24 2.91 3.4 8.9 96.6 91.1

15 0.07 5.3 1.32 3.61 5 6.74 95 93.3

20 0.06 6.2 1.04 3.3 5.4 8.8 94.6 91.2

30 0.02 9.0 0.77 4.2 2.5 5.7 97.5 94.3
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PLWAP algorithm. Table 9 (columns 5) shows that the WAP algorithm for the same tasks
would require 2 to 5 times more CPU time than PLWAP algorithm. Thus, in a memory-only
environment, where the WAP algorithm would not incur direct disk I/O cost, the about
10% of its running time that would have gone to I/O processing, goes back to CPU and
main memory access, which are still about 4 times higher than the PLWAP CPU time. This
means that the gain in response time achieved by the PLWAP algorithm over the WAP
algorithm, remains very significant even in a memory-only environment. This experiment
supports the theoretical analysis, which states that the cost of memory access (primary
or virtual) incurred by the WAP algorithm is higher than that by the PLWAP algorithm,
because the WAP algorithm constructs and accesses intermediate patterns and trees during
mining.

4.1.5. Correctness of algorithm implementations. To show that the implementations of
the three algorithms are correct, a small sample database (Table 10), similar to that used in
Section 3, is used to test the correctness of implementations.

After running the three algorithms against the database in Table 10, with a minimum
support of 0.75, the results of frequent sequences are shown in Table 11. By comparing
this output with results produced from the theoretic work in Section 3, the results of these
three algorithms are the same. The only difference between these results is the order of
presentation of the computed frequent sequences. Thus, these results, allow us to confirm
that the experiments conducted in Section 4.1 are based on correct and working algorithm
implementations.

Table 10. Sample database for testing implemen-
tation correctness.

SID Events

100 10, 20, 40, 10, 30

200 50, 10, 50, 20, 30, 10, 30

300 20, 10, 20, 60, 10, 50, 30

400 10, 60, 20, 10, 30, 60, 30

Table 11. Results to confirm correctness of PLWAP and algorithm implementations.

Algorithm Events

GSP ((10), (20), (30), (10, 10), (10, 20), (10, 30), (20, 10), (20, 30)

(10, 10, 30), (10, 20, 10), (10, 20, 30), (20, 10, 30), (10, 20, 10, 30))

WAP ((10, 20, 30), (20, 30), (10, 20, 10, 30), (20, 10, 30), (10, 10, 30),

(10, 30), (30), (10, 20), (20), (10, 20, 10), (20, 10), (10, 10), (10))

PLWAP ((10), (10, 10), (10, 10, 30), (10, 20), (10, 20, 10), (10, 20, 10, 30),

(10, 20, 30), (10, 30), (20), (20, 10), (20, 10, 30), (20, 30), (30))
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5. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents a new algorithm (PLWAP) for efficiently mining sequential patterns
from web log. The PLWAP algorithm adapts the WAP-tree structure for storing frequent
sequential patterns to be mined. However, to improve on mining efficiency, the paper pro-
poses to find common prefix patterns instead of suffix patterns as done by WAP-tree mining.
Moreover, in order to avoid recursively re-constructing intermediate WAP-trees, pre-order
frequent header node linkages and position codes are proposed. While the pre-order linkage
provides a way to traverse the event queue without going backwards, position codes are
used to identify the position of nodes in the PLWAP tree. With these two methods, the next
frequent event in each suffix tree is found without traversing the whole WAP-tree. Thus, it
avoids re-constructing WAP-tree recursively. The experiments show that mining web log
using PLWAP algorithm is much more efficient than with WAP-tree and GSP algorithms,
especially when the average frequent sequence becomes longer and the original database
becomes larger. For mining sequential patterns from web logs, the following aspects may
be considered for future work. As synthetic datasets were used in our experiment, there
is no need to transform the original web log to sequential database. The procedure for
transforming the web log to database is still time-consuming and could be improved upon
for web log mining. The PLWAP algorithm could be extended to handle sequential pattern
mining in large traditional databases other than web log. For mining sequential patterns in
transaction databases, there is need to handle concurrency of events. Thirdly, efficient web
usage mining, could benefit from relating usage to the content of web pages. Other areas of
interest for future work include distributed mining with PLWAP trees and applying these
techniques to incremental mining of web logs and sequential patterns.
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